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ABSTRACT 

The art of taxing is facing challenging and unprecedented times with the pandemic COVID-

19. This will mean hard tax choices in the short term beyond the tax measures already adopted. 

This article aims to contribute to the technical debate that will follow by describing the 

international context and outlining fifteen possible tax policy directed to the economic rebound 

phase. There are hard tax choices to be taken and the timing and focus of those tax policy 

choices will be critical to any strong economic recovery in Portugal.  
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RESUMO 

A arte de tributar enfrenta desafios sem precedentes com a pandemia COVID-19. Isso significa 

para o legislador escolhas tributárias difíceis no curto prazo, alem das medidas entretanto 

adotadas. Este artigo tem como objetivo aprofundar ideias e lançar sementes, descrevendo o 

contexto internacional e identificando quinze possíveis medidas tributárias para melhor 

reposicionar a nossa debilitada economia. Existem escolhas tributárias difíceis a serem 

adotadas, e o momento e escopo dessas escolhas de política fiscal serão críticos para 

relançamento económico pós-covid-19 em Portugal. 
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The 17th-century French politician Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s once said that the art of taxing is 

“to [pluck] the geese as to obtain the largest possible amount of feathers with the smallest 

possible amount of hissing.” But the art of taxing as we know it is facing challenging and 

unprecedented times with the pandemic COVID-19.  

This article written entirely during the forced quarantine period covers the role of tax policy 

and suggests some possible hard choices to be taken by Portugal. The objective is merely to 

spur the technical debate on the most adequate tax measures rather than set any type of 

roadmap.  

1. TAX POLICY AS ONE OF THE “ECONOMIC ANTIVIRALS” 

One needs to start by recognizing that tax policy is not an isolated island where responses will 

be self-sufficient. Tax policy needs to be viewed integrated within other government and 

multilateral policies and will always need to work in tandem with broader fiscal spending 

measures, financial stimulus and monetary policies. 

There are essentially two dimensions of play as “economic antivirals” – the monetary policy 

and the fiscal policy responses (even if sometimes those two cards may get blurred). 

On the monetary policy side, the fist “button” for intervention of central banks are on 

the interest rates but those are already close to or zero in many major economies (except 

perhaps China). The remaining “buttons” are increasing lending to banks and financial 

institutions, relaxing capital buffers of banks and encouraging financial institutions to extend 

credit. Finally, quantitative easing (QE) via strong action on the bond market through active 

purchasing is also an important “button” for central banks. But central banks (such as the ECB 

and Fed) as shown ready to throw additional firepower against this virus via more direct loan 

supports. For example, ECB launched a €750 billion Pandemic Emergency Purchase Program 

(PEPP), a new temporary asset purchase program of private and public sector securities, which 

will last until at least the end of 2020. On the side of the US Fed, the Primary Market Corporate 

Credit Facility (PMCCF) is an example of funding for corporate debt issued by eligible issuers. 

It is also expected if IMF responses on the use of special drawing rights (SDR) especially 

important for developing countries. 

https://www.global-rates.com/interest-rates/central-banks/central-banks.aspx
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/mopo/implement/pepp/html/index.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/mopo/implement/pepp/html/index.en.html
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/monetary20200409a5.pdf
https://www.piie.com/blogs/realtime-economic-issues-watch/imfs-special-drawing-rights-rescue
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On the fiscal policy side, the “buttons” are measured basically on the capacity to expand the 

budget via fiscal stimulus measures in various forms that may include increased government 

spending, direct payment of wages for lay-off workers, temporary tax reliefs, cash grants or 

guarantees to companies or even “helicopter money” cash transfers to households. During this 

pandemic, we saw all around the world new fiscal measures that one way or another were 

designed to throw “cash” to the problem in the expectation that this will flatten the downturn 

on the economy. Using the bazooka image from former Secretary of the Treasury Henry 

Paulson, the bigger the weapon (budget deficit) the better and here the U.S. 2.3 trillion package 

via the Cares Act beats all in size. EU countries with a limited common budget on the other 

hand depend largely on each member-states firepower. The European Commission proposal of 

27 May 2020 for a recovery fund and the EU's long term budget, the multiannual financial 

framework (MFF) for 2021-2027, may be a game changer but the common Euro format and 

limitations of the Stability and Growth Pact still pose significant post-crisis challenges.  

With such background, to position the role of tax policy in these novel times, it is necessary to 

give one-step back to hopefully take two steps forward. 

 

2. ONE STEP BACK IN FRAMING THE TAX PROBLEM 

As the IMF outlines in its April 2020 report “The Great Lockdown”, the ultimate objective of 

a fiscal policy responses in this crisis should be twofold. First to cushion the impact on the 

most-exposed households and businesses and secondly to preserve economic relationships and 

preserve firm closures: Those responses should be large (the bigger the better), timely available 

(the faster the better), temporary (with a horizon) and finally targeted (focus on the sectors 

more impacted). 

The global financial crisis (GFC) offers us an interesting glimpse on “hard” fiscal and tax 

policy and so why not starting by going through the four lessons about fiscal policy that 

Professor David Romer identified from the period 2008 to 2010. Those lessons in simplified 

terms were: 

1. Discretionary fiscal stimulus are essential part of the macroeconomic toolkit; 

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/ben-bernanke/2016/04/11/what-tools-does-the-fed-have-left-part-3-helicopter-money/
https://www.thecontingency.com/2008/07/quote-of-the-3-3/
https://www.thecontingency.com/2008/07/quote-of-the-3-3/
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/3548/text
https://ec.europa.eu/info/live-work-travel-eu/health/coronavirus-response/recovery-plan-europe_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact_en
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2020/04/14/weo-april-2020
https://eml.berkeley.edu/~dromer/papers/What%20Have%20We%20Learned%20about%20Fiscal%20Policy%20from%20the%20Crisis%20May%2020.pdf
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2. Evidence come out of that such conventional fiscal actions stimulate the 

macroeconomy; 

3. Lack of fiscal (“leg”) space can constrain the stimulus, so being pre-crisis in a healthy 

fiscal situation is key; and 

4. Political economy issues are important, as crisis proved far worse than anticipated and 

in many cases austerity inflated this with cut back on stimulus (or huge tax increases, 

as was the case of Portugal). 

The last two points are rather interesting and were further substantiated by a 2019 study looking 

at the aftermath of the GFC where it may be possible to argue a correlation on higher-debt 

countries and extreme austerity measures (including tax increases such as the ones in Portugal) 

may have led to further severe aftermaths and slower rebound.  

This may explain in part a revived “non-austerity discourse” from politicians pointing to some-

sort of need for containing ambitions of tax increases and calling for debt mutualisation within 

the EU, where the debt legroom is much smaller, especially in south of Europe in comparison 

with for example Germany or other northern countries. Exceptional times definitely require 

exceptional measures but the playing-field is far from clear-cut as the crisis deepens and the 

“bad lessons” of GFC not repeated. 

 

3. TWO STEPS FORWARD ON TAX POLICY 

Due to all the points above and others, this crisis exposes tax policy towards very challenging 

times. Countries will be running a thin-line between the urgent actions needed to stave-off 

some effects and more medium-term tax measures to position for a rebound of the economy. 

The OECD highlights in a report to the G20 titled “Tax and Fiscal Policy in Response to the 

Coronavirus Crisis: Strengthening Confidence and Resilience” several tax (and fiscal) policy 

approaches.  

It is indeed a very long read but what I found interesting was the laying down of phases for a 

tax policy oriented responses by countries. If I learned (and summarized) the lesson correctly, 

those would be: 

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Fiscal-Space-and-the-Aftermath-of-Financial-Crises.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/3ea8d790-7fd1-11ea-8fdb-7ec06edeef84
https://voxeu.org/article/make-room-fiscal-action-through-debt-conversion
https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/view/?ref=128_128575-o6raktc0aa&title=Tax-and-Fiscal-Policy-in-Response-to-the-Coronavirus-Crisis
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In the aftermath of that report, the OECD and the IMF have pulled together some tax resources 

by aggregating on the side of the OECD both a report and listing of the tax measures per country 

and from the side of the IMF a policy tracker that summarizes the key economic responses by 

governments.  

 

4. THE TAIL PHASE (OR THE SPIRAL EFFECT) ON TAX REVENUES 

Naturally after three phases of public spending via tax expenditure there should be a retreat 

somewhere down the line. The Phase 4 or what I call the tail phase is also covered in the OECD 

report to the G20 as the phase that would “help restore public finances” in spiral downward 

mode.  

We can attempt a simple exercise of the spiral effect of the pandemic on tax revenues. Drastic 

economic slowdown increases unemployment that in turn reduces payroll taxes. The deferral 

https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/view/?ref=126_126478-29c4rprb3y&title=Tax_administration_responses_to_COVID-9_Measures_taken_to_support_taxpayers
https://www.oecd.org/tax/covid-19-tax-policy-and-other-measures.xlsm
https://www.imf.org/en/Topics/imf-and-covid19/Policy-Responses-to-COVID-19
https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/view/?ref=128_128575-o6raktc0aa&title=Tax-and-Fiscal-Policy-in-Response-to-the-Coronavirus-Crisis
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in collection of taxes increase liquidity but in turn reduce taxes (at least transitionally). The 

increase of corporate losses reduces corporate taxes (at least in the future due to carry-forward), 

the exponential increase of credit lines to turnaround businesses reduces taxes as they are a 

business expense. The squeeze on demand and consumer confidence reduces consumption 

taxes and/or shifts consumer habits towards lower taxed essential products. The reduction in 

property values or activity reduces property transfer taxes and property taxes. The worldwide 

economic downturn reduces the passive income derived by households with certain portfolio 

losses being potentially carry-forward. The restrictions on travel reduces local taxes and finally 

the lower manufacturing outputs reduce oil dependence, which in turn reduces revenues from 

excises and royalty taxes on oil production/distribution. 

Such a grim exercise just reflects (besides the public spending side) the size of the potential tax 

revenue shortfall and long-term fiscal sustainability issues.  

 

5. THE QUESTION THEN IS NOT “IF” BUT “HOW” 

Indeed hidden deep on the OECD report to the G-20 (page 42) there are some hints towards 

how countries may end having to “boost” tax revenue by finding non-traditional sources of 

revenue or modifying the tax mix in existing systems.  

Those national and international options could be: 

• Use of pre-paid refundable tax credits where the state reclaims helicopter money via a 

mechanism to reclaim the payment from non-needy populations at tax time next year. 

These social insurance payments would be like short-term loans with a later recoup of the 

budgetary cost. Perhaps the reach of this measure in certain jurisdictions would be limited. 

• Other more creative solutions focus on universal carbon taxes to push countries towards 

the decarbonisation of the world economy. Indeed energy and climate change may become 

new battlefronts post-pandemic and utilizing the existing international tax network for 

carbon taxes could well be achievable. Perhaps the spillovers may be to massive but worth 

perhaps studying. 

• Another solution hidden behind the bushes is a by-product of the global financial crisis – a 

global wealth tax. Tracing its origins to Thomas Piketty 2013 book and later works 

https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/view/?ref=128_128575-o6raktc0aa&title=Tax-and-Fiscal-Policy-in-Response-to-the-Coronavirus-Crisis
https://www.forbes.com/sites/benritz/2020/03/17/how-to-maximize-the-benefit-of-universal-stimulus-checks/#309841fb6fc2
http://gregmankiw.blogspot.com/2020/03/a-proposal-for-social-insurance-during.html
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/489750-what-the-patchwork-of-covid-19-responses-can-teach-us-about
http://piketty.pse.ens.fr/files/Piketty2013IntroChap1.pdf
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by Zucman and others, the recycling of this idea to face Covid-19 will be tempting to many 

liberal economists. 

• Further push towards of the on-going project on reshaping international tax with special 

focus on the global minimum (corporate) tax (Pillar 2), which according to the OECD has 

the potential to raise a significant amount of additional tax revenues. There was even a 

recent call using a type of global excess profits taxes during the COVID-19 pandemic (like 

a Pillar 3) but that option seems not to have gained traction.  

The multilateral tax responses to the COVID-19 crisis will likely be fought in two fronts.  

The first one at the OECD level where the objective was reach international agreement on the 

Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 proposals by the end of 2020. The latest information indicates that the 

OECD will make final proposals to governments in October 2020 with potential final 

agreement only by 2021.  

The second front will the EU battleground. The EU Commission Next Generation EU proposal 

for additional taxes as new means for EU spending demonstrate the willingness of the EU to 

be a frontrunner in multilateral tax solutions and indicate that tax will play a key role for 

financing stimulus measures in the EU in the recovery phase. In an unprecedented move, the 

Commission proposed the introduction of EU taxes to complement the existing own resources. 

This proposal includes a: 

▪ New corporate tax based on operations that will be levied on companies that draw huge 

benefits from the EU single market with the Commission pointing to €10 billion annual 

receipts from this type of surtax. 

▪ Digital tax applied on companies with a turnover above €750 million (dependent on the 

outcome of the OECD project) that could generate up to €1.3 billion annually the EU 

budget. 

▪ Tax on non-recycled plastic packaging waste, which could generate revenues up to €6.6 

billion annually for the EU budget. 

▪ Carbon border adjustment mechanism designed to prevent carbon leakage and could attract 

revenues ranging from €5 billion to €14 billion. 

▪ Emissions Trading System-based resource with possible extension to maritime and aviation 

sectors that could generate revenues for the EU budget of about €10 billion annually.  

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Saez-Zucman_conference-draft.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/presentation-economic-analysis-impact-assessment-webcast-february-2020.pdf
https://www.taxnotes.com/featured-analysis/its-time-pillar-3-global-excess-profits-tax-covid-19-and-beyond/2020/05/01/2cg34
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-europe-moment-repair-prepare-next-generation.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/about_the_european_commission/eu_budget/factsheet_3_v22.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/about_the_european_commission/eu_budget/1_en_act_part1_v9.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12228-Carbon-Border-Adjustment-Mechanism
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This means that for Portugal (EU and OECD member) it will be important to monitor the 

outcome of those multilateral developments before taking any unilateral position in terms of 

revenue raising measures. Focus should therefore be on drawing the right domestic tax 

measures for the recovery phase.  

 

6. FORWARD THINKING CORPORATE TAX TOOLKIT FOR PORTUGAL 

Portugal is a small open economy where in the last years tourism has become a major driver 

for GDP growth, especially after the negative impact of the economic and financial crisis in 

the financial and industrial sectors. Entering this pandemic downward spiral the Portuguese 

economy was already sluggish and showing worrisome signals. This means that Portugal 

should not focus for now on the tax measures for tail phase but instead on closely aligning its 

tax policy with the economic revival policy.  

Any person recognizes the boldness of attempting any exercise of providing a possible toolkit 

of tax measures to be adopted by Portugal in a post-covid environment (the recovery phase). 

The following exercise is merely purely forward-looking and designed to look at a phase where 

tax measures target primarily investment and prepare for a stronger economic rebound. The 

idea is not focus on the short-term tax measures already adopted (for those see Annex) that run 

the risk of producing short-term results and most likely will prove insufficient. 

Five tax policy-guiding principles have underpinned this exercise, namely: 

1. First, whilst recognizing that there is no tax policy without a long-term view on the stability 

of public finances, when it comes to budgetary constraints there is always a trade-off 

somewhere and for this post-covid phase focus should be on restoring growth 

2. Secondly, we need to move beyond the short term countercyclical tax measures and focus 

our aim on longer-term economic growth measures that target the supply side with the goal 

of influencing (to the extent possible) elements such as quantity and quality of labor, 

amount of capital, level of technology. 

3. Thirdly, we need to move beyond a strict view of revenue neutral tax measures where any 

revenue loss from tax cuts must be directly offset by revenue gains from tax increases, 
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broadening tax base, closing loopholes, or eliminating deductions and credits. There will 

always be some non-neutralities (or if you prefer winners and losers). 

4. Fourth, we need to focus on restoring confidence post-covid so that investors, households 

and businesses can take long-lasting decisions and this requires focusing on stepping-up 

economic efficiency, achieving higher equity and drastically reducing complexity. 

5. Fifth, we need to adapt the tax policy choices to the concrete economic features and strategy 

of the country and its size and geopolitical positioning, which starts with a detailed 

“SWOT” analysis—assessing strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats for 

country’s overall strategy. 

Applying these guiding principles, fifteen corporate tax measures were identified. The 

measures most likely may not be implementable all at the same time but could nonetheless 

form part of a wider toolkit available for tax reform. The tax policy options described in a very 

high-level manner below may be divided between strategic tax measures, tax measures to 

increase availability of capital and finally tax measures to directly incentive investment. 

 

6.1 STRATEGIC TAX MEASURES TO INCREASE PORTUGUESE COMPETITIVENESS 

Tourism Investment Fund/REIT. Taking into account the large impact of this crisis on the 

tourism activity and the EU focus on healthcare, a special regime to frame the rebound and 

reorganization of the touristic and healthcare offer could be set-up, using similar success case 

of the urban rehabilitation tax incentives. The Tourism Investment Fund or REIT (sectorial) 

could be framed within the current tax regime granted to CIVs and REITs (CIT exemption at 

fund level and 10% at non-resident investor level). In addition, this could be coupled with target 

temporary measures such as: (i) possibility of step-up on contributed assets via “entry tax” at 

low CIT rate or deferral on exchange of assets by shares/units; (ii) exemption of transfer taxes 

on transfer of real estate touristic assets; (iii) application of VAT waiver regime and accelerated 

VAT refund rules on capex directed to requalification of touristic offer (e.g. targeting 

environmental sustainability). 

 

Green Bonds Tax Framework. Taking into account that one of the key areas of investment 

post-crisis will be reducing the dependence on oil and investment in energy sustainability, 

designing a tax (and legal) framework designed to incentive local issuers of green bonds could 
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be interesting. Targeted bonds could apply to investment in renewable energy, energy 

efficiency transitions, sustainable land and touristic use, biodiversity conservation, low carbon 

transportation and clean water. The type on tax measures could include, besides no withholding 

tax on foreign investors (and low tax for domestic investors) the application to those green 

bonds of current investment tax credit rules, increased capital cost allowances (such as 

accelerated depreciation for tax purposes) and stamp tax exemptions on the issuance of bonds, 

commissions and guarantees. The listing of these green bonds in secondary market could also 

be an alternative to consider. 

 

Increasing investments in innovative start-ups and SMEs. SME and start-ups are amongst 

the most affected sectors of this crisis and with limited options for expanding their sources of 

capital. Therefore, a tax incentive could be designed to kick-start and foster investment by 

expanding the tax incentive already available. For example, companies investing in innovative 

start-ups could deduct from their tax base 25% of their investment (up to a monetary threshold). 

This should be extended also to individual investors (business angels). This incentive would 

not only target innovative start-ups but also innovative SMEs (existing for a period and seeking 

expansion) and would not be limited to venture capital companies. 

 

New tax regime targeting higher education and healthcare sector. Portugal has some very 

beneficial characteristics (geopolitical, climate, language, touristic offer, prices) to position 

itself much better than today on the European market of high-quality education and healthcare. 

The change would be to attract some of the most innovative international universities (and 

medical groups) to set-up educational activities and healthcare units in Portugal and promote 

digital learning and provision of digital healthcare services. This could involve a range of tax 

incentives such as: (i) exemption of transfer tax on plots of land to be used for 

education/healthcare services; (ii) reduced VAT rate for construction works on 

education/healthcare units; (iii) accelerated depreciation for investments in digital 

education/healthcare architecture. The success of the regime would require the maintenance of 

the NHR regime granting 20% flat rate for all inward professors/medical staff and draw-up of 

a flexible mechanism to maintain social security contributions abroad (or flat contributions for 

those opting). 
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Restructuring debt tax relief. A new tax relief could also be drafted as a temporary measure 

to make restructuring of distressed debt simpler and more efficient and outside more complex 

processes of revitalisation (PER) or insolvency. For example, a rule providing that a 

cancellation or favorable modification of a debt is tax exempt at borrower level (debt waiver) 

when objective criteria would be considered fulfilled (e.g. conditions around a material risk 

that within the next twelve months the company would be unable to pay its debts). Debt for 

equity transactions/swaps could also be regulated from a tax perspective to avoid tax traps. The 

new relief such as this one would need to be linked with a waiver of stamp tax implications 

arising directly from renegotiation/conversion of debt and any security accessory to those 

revised arrangements. 

6.2 MEASURES DESIGNED TO INCREASE AVAILABILITY OF CAPITAL 

Withholding tax on interest. Portugal is one of the few countries that still has withholding tax 

on interest including when paid to financial institutions abroad (not operating via a branch in 

Portugal). As regards financial institutions, this withholding tax remains in place even after 

settled case-law (Case C-18/15 - Brisal) raised the non-conformity of those withholding taxes 

against EU Law. Since any typical external financing includes gross-up clauses, the current 

withholding taxes are basically increasing borrowers cost of funding and creating barriers to 

access credit. The removal altogether of withholding tax on outbound interest payments or the 

expansion of the exemption to qualified regulated lenders (banks and regulated credit funds) is 

therefore fundamental. 

 

Interest Barrier rules. The deduction of interest expenses might likewise be impaired in the 

current crisis and this is especially important for the taxpayers that have their deductibility 

limited to an amount to 30 per cent of the taxable EBITDA (annual pre-loss carry-forward 

profits for tax purposes, before interest and tax depreciation) or €1m. There is a need to review 

the operation of this rule by creating safe-harbor rules either to temporarily increase the €1m 

threshold or to implement an “escape clause” that looks at the equity ratio of the parent 

company on a particular post-crisis period (weighted average of the last 2 years for example). 

 

Sovereign wealth funds. State-owned entities, including sovereign wealth funds, have 

expanded their cross-border investments and Portugal in this post-covid moment should tap 

this alternative source of capital. This requires adoption into domestic tax law the doctrine of 

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=183237&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=7348368
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sovereign immunity by granting exemption of withholding tax on passive investment holdings 

(non-qualified could be below 25% or 50%) held by those sovereign wealth funds in 

Portuguese companies. This would apply across the board to investments in companies, funds 

and REITs. 

 

Restructuring exercises. Facing the need of business to find liquidity and streamline their 

operations, it is expected that intra-group restructuring exercises will become critical to 

implement operations such as, hive-out, contributions in kind or demergers. Ailing businesses 

would gain significantly of the revision of the current rules for restructuring exercises, 

addressing issues such as transfer of tax attributes (for contributions in kind and demergers), 

real estate transfer taxes and VAT aspects. 

 

Reinvestment relief. In a slightly different approach from the previous measure, there would 

be merit in broadening the capital gains reinvestment relief to cover a “business asset rollover 

relief” where there would be a ‘rollover’ of the payment of capital gains on third party 

divestments of key business assets (TOGC) subject to reinvestment of the proceeds. This relief 

could also be available to entrepreneurs (shareholders of business) by for example temporarily 

reducing the capital gains taxation to 10%. 

 

6.3 TAX MEASURES TO SPUR INVESTMENT 

Inventories taxation. In a post-covid economy where prices will be highly volatile, allowing 

for companies to shift from inventory valuation based on the first-in-first-out (FIFO) to the 

last-in-first-out (LIFO) method or even adopt more frealy Weighted-Average Cost should be 

provided within concrete parameters and outside pre-authorizations (as today). This measure 

may be an useful tool for certain type of businesses to help restore neutrality and reduce cost 

of capital. 

 

Accelerated depreciation. The corporate income tax is essentially a tax on profits (revenue 

minus costs) but businesses are well aware that they are unable to deduct upfront the full cost 

of certain expenses – their capital investments. There is evidence of positive spill-over effects 

on investment of accelerated depreciation on certain qualifying assets (e.g. manufacturing and 
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processing machinery and equipment, and investment in clean energy). This type of tax 

measure could be put in place subject to phasing-out provisions. 

 

Corporate Losses. Conscientious that introducing a loss-carry-back measure could be a costly 

measure and only have a positive immediate cash effect if used during the mitigation phase 

(FY20), perhaps the focus should be instead on loss-carry forward. Indeed for the rebound 

phase, I believe that a measure of expanding the time limits of the loss-carry-forward rules is 

important because of its positive effects on investment decisions and the fact that the current 5 

year rule in Portugal is clearly not-competitive and in-line with trends of 15 years or unlimited 

carry-forward in other EU countries. The limits of use of those carry-forward (currently only 

70% against taxable income) could also be adjusted to allow for an effective use during rebound 

period. 

 

M&A and Corporate Losses. It is relevant also to create a safe-harbor rule to the current anti-

loss-trafficking rules (i.e. when more than 50% of shares are disposed) that provides that the 

carry-forward is automatically maintained (i.e. not forfeited) for certain type of acquisitions 

(e.g. acquisitions of groups of the same sector, companies with more than x number of 

employees, or other objective criteria). This would benefit certainty and avoid the slow and 

painstaking process of requests of maintenance of tax losses that remain unanswered for very 

long periods of time. 

 

CIT rate reduction. Finally a more broad-based measure could involve the elimination of 

most of the monetarily capped non-essential corporate tax incentives (except R&D and 

innovation driven tax incentives) in return for an adoption of a low CIT flat tax rate of 15% 

(for all companies). This would be also coupled with an elimination of the state surtax (but 

maintaining the municipal surtax). 

7. NEXT CHAPTERS 

Coming back to the initial quote from Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s, today the geese (economy) is 

now sick and needing some force-feeding (fiscal stimulus) and we will see in the post-crisis 

how and in which form the owner (the state) will claim back his beloved “foie gras”.  
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For a country like Portugal, it will be important to restrain as much as possible the budgetary 

pressures towards finding new taxes in Portugal and align to the extent possible with EU and 

international solutions.  

The author is well aware of the fate of this article is to overtaken by the final policy decisions.  

Indeed, at the time of the writing of this article, there is already talks of an amending Budget 

Law for 2020 where some further transitional tax measures may be included. There has also 

been several interesting reports (see CIP Report and Relancar Project) and op-eds written by 

tax practitioners pointing towards some possible tax policy ideas (see Jaime Esteves, João 

Sousa e Julio Almeida, Carlos Lobo e Nuno Barnabé). 

 

The fifteen measures identify some of the corporate tax measures possible and always 

dependent of further review of compatibility with the internal market and state aid rules. There 

is also a reference throughout this article to other linked indirect tax measures but essentially 

the tax policy option was to focus on the tax that has potentially the most negative impact on 

economic growth – the corporate tax. In addition, there are certain incentives, namely the Non-

habitual tax regime and even the Golden Visa (that could be redirected to touristic and non-

housing assets) that are today structural and should be revisited as they are core to the 

positioning of the real estate sector in Portugal. 

As Albert Einstein once said “we cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used 

when we created them” and hopefully the technical (and political) debate around using tax 

policy measures for the recovery phase will be stimulating and even attempt to break some 

barriers from the past.   

 

  

https://cip.org.pt/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/2020-05-15_CIP_PlanoRecuperacaoEconomica_2.pdf
https://www.relancar.pt/pt/
https://www.dinheirovivo.pt/opiniao/prejuizos-fiscais-sem-confinamento-para-combater-os-efeitos-do-grande-confinamento/
https://easytax.jornaleconomico.pt/covid-19-e-como-pode-o-irc-ajudar-a-economia
https://easytax.jornaleconomico.pt/covid-19-e-como-pode-o-irc-ajudar-a-economia
https://easytax.jornaleconomico.pt/politica-fiscal-em-tempos-de-covid
https://jornaleconomico.sapo.pt/noticias/procura-se-politica-fiscal-594452
https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/albert_einstein_121993
https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/albert_einstein_121993
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ANNEX – COVID-19 Portuguese tax measures adopted up to 15 May 2020 

In light of the COVID-19 crisis, the Portuguese Government has adopted several short term 

measures covering tax.  

General tax measures 

The tax deferral measures are primarily intended to support small and medium-sized 

enterprises but their application to others depends on a demonstration of a reduction of activity 

or to specific sectors impacted by state of emergency closure measures. 

Installment payments applicable for VAT and CIT/PIT withholding taxes. The payment of 

VAT and CIT/PIT withholding taxes may be deferred and paid in instalments without the need 

of providing guarantees in the following terms: 

− payment in three monthly installments; or 

− payment in six monthly installments. 

This measure applies to companies and self-employed with a turnover lower than € 10 million 

in 2018, whose activities are closed under article 7 of the Decree n.º 2-A/2020 (State of 

Emergency Rule), or those whose activity was initiated during 2019. 

Companies not fulfilling the said requirements may also request the deferral rule in cases where 

there is at least a 20% decrease on the average invoicing (communicated via the electronic 

invoicing system) of the preceding three months of the tax obligation as compared to the same 

period of 2019. To apply for this, the company will need a certificate confirming the activity 

decrease issued either by Statutory Auditor (ROC) or Certified Accountant (TOC). 

The request to pay in installments is made electronically until the end of the voluntary payment 

period. 

This regime is also applicable to private social solidarity institutions, social solidarity 

cooperatives, non-governmental organizations for people with disabilities. 

Social Security contributions. There was a suspension of the payment date of the employees' 

contribution withheld by the employer and payable to the authorities on 20 of March. These 

contributions can be exceptionally paid by 31 of March. 

There is also the possibility to reduce to 1/3 any Social Security contributions due between 

March and May 2020 for companies, and April and June 2020 for self-employed. For the 

https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/diplomas_legislativos/Documents/Decreto_Lei_10_F_2020.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/diplomas_legislativos/Documents/Portaria_85_A_2020.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_104_2020.pdf
https://dre.pt/application/conteudo/130779505
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companies which already paid the Social Security contributions on 20 March may still defer 

the payment of the Social Security contributions due between April and June 2020. 

The remaining amount 2/3 should be payable under the same installment deferral rules set out 

above, i.e. payable between July and September 2020 or between July and December 2020, 

depending whether payable in three monthly installments or six monthly installments (free of 

interest). 

The deferral measures apply  to: (i) self-employed; (ii) companies with less than 50 employees; 

(iii) Companies with 50-249 employees  in cases where there is at least a 20% decrease on the 

average invoicing of the preceding three months (as from the payment obligation) as compared 

to the same period of 2019; (iv) Companies with more than 250 employees which have a at 

least a 20% decrease on the average invoicing (communicated via the electronic invoicing 

system) or whose activity was initiated less than 12 months and: (a) are Private Institutions of 

Social Solidarity (IPSS); or (b) are from the tourism sector, civil aviation sector and any other 

sector that is mandatory closed under article 7 of the Decree n.º 2-A/2020 (State of Emergency 

Rule); or (c) their activities are suspended under Decree-Law n.º 10-A/2020. 

The proof of decrease of activity is issued either by Statutory Auditor (ROC) or certified 

accountant (TOC). 

The companies or self-employed that do not pay the 1/3 in the respective months cannot benefit 

from this deferral measure. In addition, companies that unduly benefit from the payment in 

installments will have to pay the total amount in June plus interest. 

There is also possibility for total exemption from social contributions payable by the employer 

in relation to workers covered by exceptional and temporary job protection measures during 

the term of these measures (one month to be exceptionally extended to three months). 

Tax litigation and Ongoing Tax Procedures. Suspension until 30 of June 2020 of any ongoing 

tax and social security enforcement procedures currently in progress or expected to be initiated 

by the respective authorities.  

Other specific measures affecting the tax litigation area: 

− Judges should perform the procedural acts from their personal residences and should not 

schedule non-urgent proceedings until the end of April; 

https://dre.pt/application/conteudo/130779506
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/diplomas_legislativos/Documents/Decreto_Lei_10_F_2020.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/diplomas_legislativos/Documents/Decreto_Lei_10_F_2020.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/diplomas_legislativos/Documents/Lei_1_A_2020.pdf
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− Judges of the administrative and tax courts under the exceptional regime period shall only 

carry out acts and procedural steps of a face-to-face nature in cases of an urgent nature in 

which rights, freedoms and guarantees are at stake, cancelling all others scheduled until that 

date; 

− Time limits for the performance of the procedural steps required to be taken in proceedings 

before tax courts, arbitration courts and tax enforcement agencies are suspended until the 

exceptional regime ends; 

− The rules concerning the suspension of statute of limitation and forfeiture periods, extends 

to all types of proceedings and procedures in the area of tax litigation; and 

− For face-to-face meetings with the tax authorities are subject to prior appointment. 

Other specific tax measures 

These additional measures reinforce earlier adopted tax measures and included: 

− Postponement of the payment of the first CIT “special payment on account” (“pagamento 

especial por conta”)  from March 31 to June 2020; 

− Extension of the deadline to submit the Corporate Income Tax return (Modelo 22) until 31 

July;  

− Extension of the payment of the first CIT “payment on account” and “additional payment 

on account (“pagamento por conta”) from 31 Julyt to 31 August; 

− Extension of the payment of CIT and PIT withholding taxes assessed in April and May 

2020 and whose payment can be made until 25 May and 25 June 2020, respectively.  

− Extension of the payment of Stamp Tax assessed in April and May 2020 and whose 

payment can be made in 25 May and 25 June 2020, respectively.  

− Extension of the deadline to submit the Company’s Simplified Information 

(IES)/annual statement to 7 August 2020; 

− Extension of the deadline to prepare Tax File, as well as Transfer Pricing File to 31 

August 2020; 

https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_104_2020.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_104_2020.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_104_2020.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_153_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_153_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_153_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_153_2020_XXII.pdf
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− Extension of VAT exemption for donation of goods to the state, social security public 

institutions and non-profit non-governmental organizations for subsequent distribution to 

people in need, which now includes people who have received health care in the current 

pandemic context and are deemed as victims of catastrophe; 

− Extension of the deadline to submit the VAT periodic return of February from 10 to 17 

April (with no penalties). The corresponding VAT can be payed until 20 April. This measure 

does not preclude the request to pay in installments of the VAT due between April and June. 

− Extension of the deadline to submit the VAT periodic return of: (i) March to 18 May 

2020 and whose payment of the VAT assessed can be made until 25 May 2020; (ii) April 

which shall be filed until 18 June and the payment of the VAT assessed can be made until 

25 June 2020; (iii) the period of January and March, which can be filled until 22 May 2020 

and paid until 25 May 2020. This measures does not preclude the request to pay in 

installments; 

− Submission of the VAT periodic return based on the data of the web-based invoice 

record (“e-Fatura”) for certain VAT taxpayers: (i) with a turnover lower than € 10 

million (with reference to 2019); or (ii) that have started their activity on or after 1 January 

2020; (iii) or that have restarted their activity on or after 1 January 2020 and had no turnover 

in 2019. This applies to the monthly VAT return of March 2020 and VAT return in respect 

of the period of January and March 2020. Any regularization shall be made through a 

submission of a replacement VAT return until 31st August 2020; 

− Exemption from VAT on intra-community supply and acquisition of goods referred in 

annex of the Law no. 13/2020, of 7 May. This applies to acquisitions made by the State, 

other public bodies and non-profit organizations between 30 January and 31 July 2020; 

− Application of reduced 6% VAT rate to imports, intra-community supply and acquisition 

of masks and disinfectant gel between 8 May and 31 December 2020. 

− Postponing of the deadlines established for the mandatory adoption of the use of electronic 

invoices in public procurement and the adoption of the European electronic invoice model 

only in 2021; 

https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_122_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_141_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_153_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_129_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_129_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/diplomas_legislativos/Documents/Lei_13_2020.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/diplomas_legislativos/Documents/Lei_13_2020.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/diplomas_legislativos/Documents/Despacho_5335_A_2020.pdf
https://dre.pt/application/file/a/131193560
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− Simplification procedures for filing of VAT declarations until June and impediments and 

exceptional recognition of PDF invoices as “electronic invoices” in April, May and June for 

every legal effect; 

− Possible refund of the amounts invested in retirement savings plans (“Planos de Poupança 

Reforma” or PPR) until 31 March 2020, without any tax penalties; 

− Additional deduction of donations granted by resident companies to public 

enterpresises (EPE), namely SPMS (Serviços Partilhados do Ministério da Saúde) and 

hospitals institutions integrated in the regional health public services.This applies to 

donation granted during the state of emergency which are deemed as a tax deductible cost 

for CIT purposes for 140% of the respective amount and exempt from Stamp Tax. This 

applies until 31 July 2020; 

− Extension of Monthly Stamp Tax Declaration (“DMIS”) that becomes only mandatory 

for facts as from 1 January 2021 onwards. Stamp Tax assessment and payment obligations 

referring to 2020 can still be fulfilled through the former procedures and with deferral for 

the first months;  

− Temporary exemption of Social Security contributions for entities benefiting from the 

exceptional and temporary measures set for labor protection in the context of the Covid-19 

pandemic. They are applicable to entities (i) whose activities are closed under Article 7 of 

the Decree 2-A/2020 (State of Emergency Rule), (ii) had to, totally or partially, stop their 

activities or (iii) when had, at least, a 40% decrease on invoicing in last 30 days before the 

submission of the request, with reference to the average invoicing of the preceding two 

months, as compared to the same period of 2019. To apply for this exemption in (ii) and 

(iii) situations, the company will need a certificate confirming the activity decrease issued 

either by Statutory Auditor (ROC) or certified accountant (TOC); and 

− Social security for cross-border workers as the applicable Social security legislation 

would not be affected by the teleworking time spent in the Portuguese territory during period 

of Covid-19 exceptional measures for those workers who reside in Portugal and are subject 

to the EU/EEA or Switzerland social security legislation. 

 

 

https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_129_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/diplomas_legislativos/Documents/Lei_7_2020.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_137_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_157_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_157_2020_XXII.pdf
https://info.portaldasfinancas.gov.pt/pt/informacao_fiscal/legislacao/Despachos_SEAF/Documents/Despacho_SEAF_121_2020_XXII.pdf
https://dre.pt/application/conteudo/130779506
https://dre.pt/application/file/a/131596016

